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Abstract

In the present paper some recent developments in the use of ceria and related materials in catalysis are considered. The relevant features
of ceria–zirconia and ceria–silica as oxygen storage components are briefly reviewed with a special focus on the characterization and
relationship between oxygen uptake / release and structural properties.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction materials concerned will therefore require more detailed
information on their chemistry in the solid state. For

Rare-earth oxides have been widely investigated as example the role of different components and phase
structural and electronic promoters to improve the activity, composition, the kinetics of the O uptake / release and the2

selectivity and thermal stability of catalysts. The most influence of the preparation procedure on the above
significant of the oxides of rare-earth elements in industrial properties will have to be understood at a fundamental
catalysis is certainly CeO [1]. Its use in catalysis has level in order to design advanced materials for emission2

attracted considerable attention in recent years, especially treatment applications.
for those applications, such as treatment of emissions, As a contribution to this area, we have been investigat-
where ceria has shown great potential [2]. ing for the last few years a number of issues concerning

There are also several emerging applications or pro- the synthesis and characterization of ceria-containing
cesses for which cerium oxide is currently being actively materials with regard to their application as redox and
investigated. Specifically, CeO has potential uses for the oxidation catalysts [4,5]. In this paper, we will briefly2

removal of soot from diesel engine exhaust, for the present some recent progress in this field based on results
removal of organics from wastewaters (catalytic wet from our laboratory as well as from other institutions
oxidation), as an additive for combustion catalysts and which are developing a new generation of ceria-based
processes, and in redox reactions [1]. In addition to these catalysts with special focus on the characterization of
applications, much effort has been dedicated recently to materials.
studying the role of ceria in well-established industrial
processes such as fluid catalytic cracking and three-way-
catalysts, where CeO is a key component in catalyst 2. The role of ceria as an oxygen storage component2

formulation [3].
The success of ceria and CeO -based materials is mainly The most important commercial application of ceria in2

due to the unique combination of an elevated oxygen catalysis is certainly the treatment of exhaust gases from
transport capacity coupled with the ability to shift easily spark-ignited internal combustion engines. It is not the

31 41between reduced and oxidized states (i.e. Ce –Ce ). intent of this review to describe the utilization of ceria in
These properties are strongly dependent on the structural auto exhaust catalysis as a number of papers have recently
features of the specific catalyst formulation used (atomic been published on the role of ceria in this technology
and phase composition), and further development of the [3,6,7], and only a brief summary of the main features of

ceria will be given.
The catalyst formulation for auto exhaust treatment*Corresponding author. Tel.: 139-0432-558855; fax: 139-0432-
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alumina washcoat anchored to a monolithic ceramic sub- drops to a few square meters per gram at around 1000–
strate. It is very well-known that the main role of ceria in 1100 K, depending on preparation procedure and type of
this complex mixture is to provide oxygen buffering treatment [11,12]. Another factor which discourages the
capacity during the rich / lean oscillation of exhaust gases. use of pure ceria is its cost, which is higher than that of
Under working conditions, the catalyst is in fact exposed to more common supports like Al O and SiO . Much effort2 3 2

constantly varying feedstream compositions going alter- has therefore been directed in recent years to finding
nately from rich exhaust stoichiometry (deficient O ) to catalyst formulations which can enhance the thermal2

lean stoichiometry (excess O ). In this environment, ceria stability of ceria without diminishing its special features,2

has the ability to donate its oxygen for the removal of CO such as its redox properties and its high oxygen mobility.
and hydrocarbons (HC) during the oxygen-deficient por- The main catalyst formulations studied contain either ceria
tion of the cycle (reactions (1)–(3)) while adsorbing and spread over a thermally stable support like CeO deposited2

storing oxygen from O , NO and water during excursion on Al O [13] or ceria thoroughly mixed with other oxides2 2 3

into the lean part of the cycle (reactions (4)–(6)). These in mixed-oxides formulations or better in solid solutions
reactions positively affect the conversion of the three [6]. New catalyst composition involves the use of ceria
major pollutants (CO, HC and NO) under conditions doped with other rare-earth or transition metal oxides. In
typically encountered in the normal operation of a three- this case the kinetics of oxygen transport is heavily
way catalyst. modified and more efficient redox processes are permitted

at much lower temperatures. Noble metals can also be used
CeO 1 xCO → CeO 1 xCO (1)2 22x 2 to improve catalyst activity.

CeO 1 HC → CeO 1 (H O, CO , CO, H ) (2)2 22x 2 2 2

3. The design of ceria-based mixed oxides as oxygen
CeO 1 xH → CeO 1 xH O (3)2 2 22x 2 storage components

CeO 1 xNO → CeO 1 0.5xN (4) The excellent oxygen storage behavior of ceria is the22x 2 2

result of a unique and delicate balance between structural
41 / 31CeO 1 xH O → CeO 1 xH (5) (phase formation) kinetic (rate of redox of Ce ) and22x 2 2 2

textural (presence of surface cerium sites) factors. For the
CeO 1 0.5xO → CeO (6) design of CeO -based materials with high oxygen storage /22x 2 2 2

transport capacity, it is therefore important to know the
If the atmospheric environment in which CeO operates mechanism by which ceria can store, transport and release2

changes continuously from a net oxidizing to a net oxygen. According to the mechanism and dynamics of
reducing composition, the oxidation state of cerium corre- oxygen storage, an increase in the number and mobility of
spondingly shifts from 14 to 13, enhancing the conver- oxygen vacancies should lead to a corresponding increase
sion of CO and hydrocarbons during rich oscillations, and in the ability of the material to take up and release oxygen.
of NO during lean oscillations. This unique feature of ceria Therefore any chemical modification of CeO involving an2

is called oxygen storage capacity (OSC). It derives from increase in the number of structural defects (oxygen
the ability of CeO to be easily and reversibly reduced to vacancies) should produce a material with a higher oxygen2

several CeO stoichiometries when exposed to O -de- storage capacity. This is true providing that the chemical22x 2

ficient atmospheres [8,9]. Removal of oxygen from ceria at modification does not significantly reduce the number of
high temperatures in fact leads to the formation of a active redox elements. In principle there are two ways in
continuum of O-deficient nonstoichiometric compositions which we can operate to accomplish this. The first is to
of the type CeO (a phase 0,x,0.178), as evidenced promote ceria reduction [14], and the second is to chemi-22x

in the relevant state diagram [9]. Even after loss of oxygen cally dope ceria with other transition or rare-earth elements
from its lattice and the consequent formation of a large [15]. Promotion of ceria reduction can be accomplished
number of oxygen vacancies, CeO retains its fluorite either by noble metal deposition or by chemically modify-2

crystal structure. This also facilitates rapid and complete ing ceria with one or more dopant [16].
refilling of oxygen vacancies upon exposure of CeO to The choice of the dopant elements, and of the amounts22x

oxygen, with recovery of CeO . to be employed, is a key factor in the design of modified2

The major drawbacks of an oxygen storage system ceria. The ability to substitute one cation for another in a
based on pure ceria is related to thermal resistance and particular structure is dependent on several factors, such as
low-temperature activity [10]. The main reason why CeO the dimensions of the host /guest cation and the structural2

alone is of comparatively little interest as a support or features of the pure oxide [17], although the preparation
catalyst is its textural stability, which is not high enough to method can also have a strong influence on the stability
meet the requirements of high-temperature gas-phase and homogeneity of a solid solution. CeO can easily form2

catalytic reactions. The surface area of CeO generally solid solutions with other rare earth elements and with2
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transition metals. Of the rare earth elements, Pr and Tb are By monitoring the reduction of CeO in ceria–zirconia2

particularly suitable for making solid solutions with cerium solid solutions according to reaction (7)
[18–22]. The known structure of PrO and TbO is of the2 2

41 41cubic fluorite type and the ionic radii of Pr and Tb are Ce Zr O 1 d H 5 Ce Zr O 1 d H O 1 dV (7)x 12x 2 2 x 12x 22d 2 O
41close to that of Ce [23].

Regarding transition metals, CeO can form solid solu- it is shown that the value of d varies with composition (x2

tions with ZrO [24], PbO [25], CuO [26], MnO [27], in Reaction (7)) and is almost independent on surface area2 2 x

although the range of stability and phase composition (Fig. 1). The promotion of reduction is attributed to the
21 3,41varies widely over these ions. With Cu and Mn , enhanced oxygen mobility of solid solutions compared to

which have a lower ionic radius, solid solutions that retain the pure oxides [14]. However, the total degree of reduc-
the fluorite structure are formed only in a limited com- tion is a parameter which is better related to the amount of
positional range. Conversely, although the ionic radius of oxygen which is thermodynamically available at a given

41 41˚ ˚Zr (0.84 A) is smaller than that of Ce (0.97 A), CeO temperature, that is generally called total oxygen storage2

and ZrO form solid solutions quite easily and in a large capacity. The amount of oxygen transferred in a pulsed2
41composition range. Indeed, the use of Zr as a dopant regime (following sequential reactions of the material with

41promotes the kinetics of Ce reduction and enhances oxidizing and reducing mixtures), better simulates the
oxygen storage of ceria [6]. oscillations that the exhaust gas may undergo during real

The formation of mixed oxides or better solid solutions operation and therefore is much more useful in the
does not represent the only way to improve the properties evaluation of specific activity of the material. This is
of ceria. We have recently shown that incorporation of therefore the oxygen which is kinetically available during
small amounts of silica in a mixed ceria–silica composite the fast transitions between reduction and oxidation en-
is an effective way to increase the thermal behavior and vironments. It is a more important value than total H /O2 2

the oxygen handling properties. In these conditions silicon uptake since a large uptake is of no consequence unless it
is not dissolved within ceria lattice, but it forms separate is reversible on the time-scale of exhaust fluctuations. For
SiO aggregates, which help keeping ceria crystallites that reason, the actual importance of the process during2

small enough to guarantee an elevated oxygen exchange dynamic operations is determined first by the rate of
[28]. Below we will highlight some features of these variations of oxygen content and second by the oxygen
systems. capacity of the material. By considering only fast ex-

changeable oxygen, results indicate that solid solutions
with intermediate composition have the largest capacity of

4. The CeO –ZrO system storing and releasing O . As an example Fig. 2 shows the2 2 2

behavior of Ce–Zr solid solutions in donating oxygen for
Ceria–zirconia is one of the main components of current CO oxidation under dynamic /pulse mode [41].

new generation of three-way catalysts (TWC) for the
treatment of noxious pollutants from car exhaust [6]. It has
gradually replaced pure cerium oxide (CeO ) whose2

characteristics were not adequate to sustain the high degree
of conversion and the thermal resistance required for
catalytic converters to meet the more severe regulations in
terms of emissions of CO, NO and hydrocarbons. It hasx

been used in the formulations of car exhaust catalysts since
the early 1990s and this is evidenced by an almost
exponential increase in the number of publications devoted
to the catalytic features of this system in the last few years,
following the first publications in the open literature in
1993 [29,30]. The main features which contribute to the
success of ceria–zirconia are: (i) a higher thermal resist-
ance if compared with conventional CeO -containing2

TWC, (ii) a higher reduction efficiency of the redox couple
41 31Ce –Ce , and (iii) a good oxygen storage / release

capacity. These features bring to an overall higher degree
of conversion especially at low temperature, during start
up, where the majority of emissions are produced. Most of
the recent literature on this topic has focused on the study

Fig. 1. Reduction extent of Ce Zr O to Ce Zr O after treatmentx 12x 2 x 12x 22dof the redox properties, related to the oxygen storage under TPR conditions (5% H in Ar) at low (700–900 K, dotted line) and2
capacity (OSC) [4,6,14,31–36], although other catalytic high temperature (1300 K, solid line): (^,.), low surface area samples
applications were also investigated [37–40]. [14] and (h) high surface area samples [38].
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Since it has been reported that solid solutions having a
cubic cell have better oxygen storage properties than those
with tetragonal symmetry [15], we have more deeply
investigated the nature of phases formed. However, owing
to the difficulty of detection of oxygens by XRD because
of the lower scattering of O in comparison to Ce or Zr,
powder neutron diffraction has been used to fully char-
acterize the structural features of these materials [50].

The ‘state of the art’ phase diagram for this system is
the one reported by Yashima et al. [24]. The tetragonal
region starts at a composition of Ce Zr O with x,0.8x 12x 2

with the pseudocubic t0 phase. The stability of this phase
spans a region of Ce Zr O composition from 0.65,x,x 12x 2

0.8. Other authors have reported that the formation of t0
phase extends beyond this region up to compositions with
x50.5 [51]. It is therefore clear that, due to the metastable
nature of the phases formed, transition from one structureFig. 2. Oxygen-storage capacity measured in pulse conditions for various

Ce/Zr mixed oxides. Values measured after first pulse at 673 K [41]. to the other may also be critically influenced by particle
dimensions, and therefore by the methodology used for
preparation [52]. In our case, the low temperature used in

Both steady state and transient results seem to indicate the synthesis (local increase of temperature may reach a
that optimum composition is around 50% of each oxide i.e. few hundred degrees), and the continuous bond rupture /
Ce Zr O . The reason for this might be related to a|0.5 |0.5 2 formation typical of mechanical milling, produced a ma-
delicate balance between number of redox centers (Ce

terial having a higher surface area with a particle size in
atoms) and structural features. The formation of solid ˚the range of 100–170 A. This could explain the stabiliza-
solutions with different structures in the CeO –ZrO2 2 tion of the t0 phase even at a lower Ce content. Thesystem is mainly regulated by the methodology employed

formation of this phase is characterized by the shift offor preparation, and by composition (i.e. Ce/Zr ratio),
oxygen atoms from their ideal position in an orderedalthough the exact nature of the phase diagram and
fashion, which induces a distorted oxygen sublattice. Thetransformation dynamics is still a matter of debate [6].
coordinate of oxygen was calculated at z 50.04 cell unitsOGenerally, for CeO contents lower than 10 mol%, mono-2 (corresponding to an oxygen displacement of 0.21 cellclinic symmetry is preferred but for CeO contents higher2 units if compared to the position of oxygens in ceria wherethan 80 mol%, the phase diagram shows a monophase
z is 0.25). A comparison with the only quantitative dataOregion of cubic symmetry [24]. In the intermediate region,
existing in the literature on such oxygen shift in ceria–the exact nature of the phases is still unclear, because of
zirconia (for CZ50, z 5ca. 0.21, corresponding to anOthe stable and metastable phases of tetragonal symmetry

˚oxygen displacement of ca. 0.17 A) [53,54] indicates apresent. Yashima reported the formation of three different
higher degree of distortion in our samples, which may betetragonal phases, named t, t9 and t0 [42]: the t is a stable
indicative of the type of preparation and/or the higherphase formed through high-temperature diffusional phase
surface area of our sample. This anion lattice distortion, indecomposition; the t9 form is obtained through a diffusion-
conjunction with the axial ratio value c /a 51, indicatesless transition and is metastable with axial ratio c /a .1; ff
that the phase is closely related to a cubic cell, with a largeand the t0 form is also metastable but with c /a 51 [43].f
shift of oxygens from their ideal positions. This mayThis is a slight modification of a cubic structure and
explain why the introduction of Zr into the CeO lattice isoriginates by oxygen anion displacement from an ideal 2

beneficial to catalytic activity up to compositions close tofluorite site retaining c /a51 (Fig. 3).
Ce Zr O with x50.5, where optimal activity is ob-Several methods have been employed to prepare ceria– x 12x 2

served. The benefit could be the result of the high oxygenzirconia like coprecipitation starting from cerium and
transport properties typical of the fluorite lattice, coupledzirconium salts [44], sol–gel synthesis [45], template-

assisted methods [46], microemulsion [47] and chemical with the presence of structural defects (like oxygen
filing processes [48]. We have recently reported that also distortions) which enhance diffusion of oxygens. A quan-
high-energy mechanical milling (MM) is an effective titative estimate of the contribution of bulk diffusion to the
method for the preparation of ceria–zirconia mixed oxides overall performance (calculated from the diffusion coeffi-
with a good degree of homogeneity over almost the entire cient for ceria–zirconia solid solutions obtained from
composition range [49]. In this case X-ray diffraction conductivity measurements [55] using the Nernst–Einstein
studies pointed out the formation of a cubic solid solution relation) shows that in the temperature range investigated
for CeO -rich samples (Ce Zr O , with x.0.5), and an bulk diffusion is approximately two orders of magnitude2 x 12x 2

increasing degree of tetragonality for higher ZrO loading. higher for ceria–zirconia than for ceria (Fig. 4), and it is2
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Fig. 3. Spatial relations between (a) cubic and (b) tetragonal t0 cell of (Ce,Zr)–O . The small circles are the cations and the solid circles are the anions. a2 f

is the unit cell dimension of the cubic cell, a and c are the parameters for the tetragonal cell.

responsible for the enhancement of oxygen storage ob- ments with a frequency of 1 Hz is therefore too great to be
served over these catalysts [41]. of importance. This is also in agreement with what was

Using the above diffusion coefficients, it is possible to found by Nibbelke et al. [56], who did not consider bulk
22estimate the free mean path (l) of O in Ceria and oxygen diffusion when modeling CO oxidation under

0.5CeO –ZrO crystallites using the relation l5(Dt) where cycling conditions, even for a frequency of 0.25 Hz (i.e. a2 2
2 21D (cm s ) is the diffusion coefficient and t (s) is time. time scale of 4 s). Conversely, bulk oxygen can participate

The values for various frequencies are reported in Fig. 5. in the redox process with ceria–zirconia catalysts, even at
The data show that, for a specific oscillation frequency, 673 K, and with a time scale of one second, depending on
there is a temperature of threshold, dependent on the crystallite dimensions.
composition and the size of the crystallites, beyond which
the bulk oxygen ions are involved. For example at 673 K,
for the time scale of 1 s, the oxygen-ion free mean path in 5. The CeO –SiO system2 2

ceria is of the order of 1 nm, whereas in the CeO –ZrO2 2

mixed oxides it lies in the range 5–15 nm. Since the value Several studies have been carried out on the CeO –SiO2 2

of mean crystal size is around 8 nm for a surface area of system, especially with ceria supported on silica [57–60].
2 21100 m g , participation of bulk oxygen ions in the CO These studies were mainly focused on the behavior of

redox process is expected only for ceria–zirconia. The supported ceria and its interaction with the support. A few
timescale of bulk diffusion for ceria in the cycling experi- studies were also concentrated on the thermal stabilization
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of ceria with silicon compounds [61,62]. We have also
recently investigated the structural /morphological and
redox properties of silica-doped ceria under reducing and
oxidizing conditions [28]. The presence of silica strongly
modifies the textural properties of ceria and its thermal
behavior. Fig. 6 shows that by increasing the amount of
silica an increase of the surface area is observed; in
addition surface area drop at high temperature is delayed
by more than 200 K compared to pure ceria. Silica does
not form solid solutions with ceria and the material
consists mainly of large separate domains of the two
oxides. Under particular redox conditions (treating the
sample with a reduction /oxidation cycle), in the presence
of silica, the reducibility of ceria is deeply affected and
reduction degrees as large as 80% (based on the process
CeO /CeO ) can be obtained, which compares favor-2 22x

ably with a value of ca. 50% for pure ceria. This occurs in
a fashion similar to that observed by doping with ZrO .2

However, the origin of this promotion does not depend on
structural perturbation in the lattice of ceria induced by the
dopant, but on the formation of a new phase /compound
which then rearranges stabilizing small ceria crystallites.

Evidence for formation of Ce (SiO ) O under reduc-Fig. 4. Calculated diffusion coefficients versus composition at various 9.33 4 6 2

temperatures: (s) 573 K, (^) 773 K, (h) 973 K, (x) 1173 K. ing conditions were obtained by HRTEM and XRD. The

Fig. 5. Calculated travel distance of oxygen (l) in time scale of 1 and 30 s against temperature: (j) CeO , (m) Ce Zr O , (d) Ce Zr O , (♦)2 0.8 0.2 2 0.68 0.32 2

Ce Zr O , (.) Ce Zr O .0.5 0.5 2 0.15 0.85 2
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formation of this phase allows to overcome the limitations
in the reduction of ceria imposed by thermodynamics and
almost 80% of cerium formally shifts to the 13 oxidation
state in the form of cerium silicate. This phase on
reoxidation decomposes giving amorphous silica and small
ceria crystallites which are much more reactive toward
reduction and oxidation. Nanocrystalline ceria has in fact a
lower energy of reduction compared to bulk ceria, and is
responsible for a higher defect population [63,64]. Follow-
ing further redox cycles, Ce–Si phase and nanocrystalline
ceria are alternately reformed as evidenced by TPR and
XRD measurements. As a comparison, the transformation
of the materials are summarized in the scheme. It was
shown that whereas fresh ceria has a better OSC than
ceria–silica (18 mmol of O released per gram compared2

to 14 measured under pulse conditions [28]) the situation
is reversed after a redox cycle, where ceria–silica has a
superior OSC (5 vs. 1 mmol).

Fig. 6. Surface area against calcination temperature in CeO –SiO2 2

composites with various Si content (% wt): (.) 0.02, (d) 0.33, (m) 1.18, 6. Conclusions
(♦) 3.17, (j) 5.49.

In summary the doping of ceria with silica and especial-
ly with zirconia induces important structural transforma-
tions which depend on the amount of dopant and on the
thermal history of the sample. In the case of zirconia,
transport properties are believed to be a key factor in the
enhancement of the oxygen storage / release capacity under
catalytic conditions while with silica the stabilization of
small ceria crystallites under catalytic conditions is the
factor responsible for the enhancement of activity. The
significant result is that doping under certain conditions
increases the amount of available oxygen from ceria and is
responsible for the increase of OSC and catalytic activity.
This can be of benefit also in other catalytic systems where
oxygen from support is needed, like catalytic oxidation of
large molecules or catalytic oxidation under anaerobic
redox conditions [65,66].
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